
Quick guide to accessing annual industrial production (PRODCOM) data on the 
Eurostat Data Browser 

 
 
The data can be found in the Eurostat Data Browser website below Industry, Trade and 
Services. Clicking on the '+' next to 'Statistics on the production of manufactured goods' and 
clicking on the icon gives a choice of the tables: Sold production, exports and imports by 
PRODCOM list (NACE Rev.2) – annual data (DS-066341) and Total production by 
PRODCOM list (NACE Rev.2) – annual data (DS-066342).  

  
 This icon next to ‘Statistics on the production of manufactured goods (prom)’ leads to 

Reference Metadata in Euro SDMX Metadata Structure (ESMS).  
 
 
 
Sold production, exports and imports by PRODCOM list (NACE Rev.2) – annual data 
(DS-066341) 
 
This table contains the data on annual sold production (PRODVAL, PRODQNT). Since 2021, the 
PRODCOM data is collected separately on sold production/production on own account 
(OWNPRODVAL, OWNPRODQNT) and production under sub-contracted operations (SCPRODVAL, 
SCPRODQNT), the following dimensions are used: 
 
Declarant 
The list of reporting countries includes the Member States, EFTA countries and candidate countries. 
We do not have data for all the potential candidates. The codes 1110, 1112, 2028 and 2027 can be 
selected to obtain EU 15, EU 27_2007, EU 28 and EU 27_2020 totals respectively.  
 
PRCCODE 
The list includes all codes that are valid in at least one year. If a code is selected that is not valid for 
the year selected, no data will be shown for that code. 
 
Period 
The annual data on sold production offers the periods 199552, where 52 is the Comext convention for 
annual data.  
 
Indicators  
 
Sold production (1995-onwards) 
 
PRODVAL value of sold production 
PVALFLAG confidentiality flag on value of sold production 
PVALBASE rounding base used in value of sold production 
PRODQNT quantity of sold production 
PQNTFLAG confidentiality flag on quantity of sold production 
PQNTBASE rounding base used in quantity of sold production 
EXPVAL value of export 
EXPQNT quantity of export 
IMPVAL value of import 
IMPQNT quantity of import 
QNTUNIT quantity unit  
 
 



Sold production and production under sub-contracted operations (2021 - onwards) 
 
OWNPRODVAL value of sold production 
OWNVALFLAG confidentiality flag on value of sold production 
OWNVALBASE rounding base used in value of sold production 
OWNPRODQNT quantity of sold production 
OWNQNTFLAG confidentiality flag on quantity of sold production 
OWNQNTBASE rounding base used in quantity of sold production 
SCPRODVAL value of production under sub-contracted operations 
SCVALFLAG confidentiality flag on value of production under sub-contracted 

operations 
SCVALBASE rounding base used in value of production under sub-contracted 

operations 
SCPRODQNT quantity of production under sub-contracted operations 
SCQNTFLAG confidentiality flag on quantity of production under sub-

contracted operations 
SCQNTBASE rounding base used in quantity of production under sub-

contracted operations 
 
These are the data fields that can be displayed. They are: 
 

- PROD/OWN/SC_VALUE: this field gives the value of production in the EURO currency. 
- PROD/OWN/SC_QUANTITY: this field gives the volume of production in the unit indicated in 

UNIT. 
- PROD/OWN/SC_VALUE_FLAG  

PROD/OWN/SC_QUANTITY_FLAG 
This field indicates the availability of the value data. Possible values are blank (data is 
available); ‘:’ data is not available; ‘:C’ data is confidential; ‘:E’ reliable estimate considered 
accurate enough to be published at the national level; ‘:U’ low reliability estimate suppressed 
from the national data published by Eurostat but included in calculation of the EU totals; these 
totals are flagged with ‘E’; ‘:R’ the data has been rounded using the rounding base given in 
PROD/OWN/SC_VALUE_BASE; ‘-‘ not applicable. 

- PROD/OWN/SC_VALUE_BASE 
PROD/OWN/SC_QUANTITY_BASE 
For instance this gives the rounding base used if PROD_VALUE is rounded or contains a 
rounded element for EU totals. PROD_VALUE should be interpreted as lying between 
PROD_VALUE – PROD_VALUE_BASE and PROD_VALUE + PROD_VALUE_BASE. When 
no rounding is applied, PROD_VALUE_BASE is set to zero. 

- IMP_VALUE, IMP_ QUANTITY: this field gives the value/volume of imports in Euro, derived 
from the External Trade statistics. 

- EXP_VALUE, EXP_ QUANTITY: this field gives the value/volume of exports in Euro, derived 
from the External Trade statistics. 

- UNIT: This field indicates the unit in which the volume data is expressed. The volumes of 
production, imports and exports are all expressed in the unit shown. 

 
The indicators IMPORTS and EXPORTS are always blank for countries that are not EU Member 
States. 
 
 
 
Total production by PRODCOM list (NACE Rev.2) – annual data (DS-066342) 
 
This table contains the data on annual total production (sold production plus any production retained 
by the producing enterprise for further processing). 
 
Total production is only reported by volume, because goods that are not sold cannot be valued. In 
addition, there is no relation between total production and external trade, so imports and exports are 
not shown. 



 
The following dimensions are used: 
 
Declarant 
The list of reporting countries includes the Member States, EFTA countries and acceding and other 
candidate countries. Data are not available for all the potential candidate countries. The codes 1110, 
1112, 2028 and 2027 can be selected to obtain EU 15, EU 27_2007, EU 28 and EU 27_2020 totals 
respectively.  
 
PRCCODE 
The list includes all codes that are valid in at least one year. Only codes are shown for which total 
production is reported. If a code is selected that is not valid for the year selected, no data will be 
shown for that code. 
 
Period 
The annual data offers the periods 199552 onwards, where 52 is the Comext convention for annual 
data.  
 
Indicators 
 
Total production (1995-onwards) 
 
PRODQNT quantity of total production 
PQNTFLAG confidentiality flag on quantity of total production 
PQNTBASE rounding base used in quantity of total production 
EXPVAL value of export 
EXPQNT quantity of export 
IMPVAL value of import 
IMPQNT quantity of import 
QNTUNIT quantity unit  
 
These are the data fields that can be displayed. They are: 
 

- UNIT: This field indicates the unit in which the volume data is expressed. The volumes of 
production, imports and exports are all expressed in the unit shown. 

- PROD_QUANTITY_FLAG: this field indicates the availability of the volume data. Possible 
values are blank (data is available), ‘:’ data is not available, ‘:C’ data is confidential, ‘:E’ reliable 
estimate considered accurate enough to be published at the national level, ‘:U’ low reliability 
estimate suppressed from the national data published by Eurostat but included in calculation of 
the EU totals; these totals are flagged with ‘E’, ‘:R’ the data has been rounded using the 
rounding base given in PROD_QUANTITY_BASE, ‘-‘ not applicable. 

- PROD_QUANTITY: this field gives the volume of production in the unit indicated in UNIT. 
- PROD_QUANTITY_BASE: for EU totals, this gives the rounding base used if 

PROD_QUANTITY is rounded or contains a rounded element. PROD_QUANTITY should be 
interpreted as lying between PROD_QUANTITY - PROD_QUANTITY_BASE and 
PROD_QUANTITY + PROD_QUANTITY_BASE. When no rounding is applied, 
PROD_QUANTITY_BASE is set to zero. 
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